Introduction

- Overview
- Mount Dillon – location, story
- Why is Mount Dillon unique?
- Rehab work completed
- Communities
Mount Dillon Works
8,000ha in total
Two counties
20 individual bog units
Derrycashel seed trials
Erenagh
Knappoge
Cloonshannagh
Lough Bannow (Lough Bawn)
Derryarogue – MF, Mineral Island
Moth Survey
Sustainability

2030

Just as Ireland’s needs and priorities have changed over 80 years, so too have those of our company.
Communities

Corlea environmental awareness day & Bioblitz
August 27th, Corlea Bog, Keenagh, Co. Longford

Schedule of guided public events

1.00 pm
1.00 pm
Mammals of the bog - tramping of traps!
David Fallon (Bord na Mona)

3.00 pm
A general nature walk with some pond digging and creepy-crawly Sue Mclnerney (National Parks and Wildlife Service Conservation Ranger)

4.00 pm
Corlea Trackway Visitor Centre event
Office of Public Works

5.00 pm
A boggy wildflowers walk
Col. Fiona MacGowan (Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland)

6.00 pm
Peatland rehabilitation – a walk around the bog
David Fallon & Mark McCarron (Bord Na Mona)

7.00 pm
A mid-Shannon Wetland Wilderness Park
A project for wildlife and people
(A talk in the Corlea Visitor Centre)
Alan Leader (Golden Eagle Trust)

8.00 pm
Catch a talk and walk
Alex Herren (Irish Wildlife Trust)

All walks and talks start from the Corlea Visitor Centre. Dress for the weather and be prepared to cross some rough ground. All walks are to be accompanied by an adult. All events are free. Events may also be weather dependent – so bring the sunshine!

Please contact David Fallon (087/9313436) with any queries.
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